
 

Introduction
Connecting the car with services like insurance metrics, emergency response, 
navigation and infotainment has found two solutions proponents in the market, 
each with very strong advocates and very different set of arguments.  One bases 
it on the driver’s Smartphone, the other on a cellular-based dedicated hard-
ware either embedded in the car electronics or user-installable in standard 
OBDII ports. Here we highlight the key discussion points and provide a set of 
arguments for the strength of the solution based on the dedicated in-car con-
nectivity solution.

The Rise of the Smartphone
It is clear that Smartphones continue rising in popularity and penetration in 
the coming years. The International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that the 
market will see continued increase in Smartphone shipments expected to top 
1.7 billion handsets this year and over 2.2 billion devices by 2016. With the rise 
of the Smartphone, the market has also seen an increase in versions of operat-
ing systems upon which these Smartphones are based. Even though there are 
three prevalent systems, they proliferate in versions quickly filling the market 
with platform variants that need to be supported as long as it is reasonable 
for customers to own multi-year old smart phones (i.e. Android Jelly Bean, 
Ice cream Sandwich, etc. iOS variants for iPhone 3, 4, 4s 5, etc.).  Adding to the 
operating systems complexity is the wide range of Smartphone manufacturers 
which appears to experience a high degree of variability in market share based 
on the ebbs and flows of consumer purchasing behavior.
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Smartphone Apps Dominate the 
Consumer Services Landscape – 
But are they right for UBI?

Using smartphone apps as the 
sole drive sensor and information 
sender for the incredibly popular 
Usage Based Insurance space 
presents problems in a number of 
areas. First, the reliability of the 
information gathered and shared 
by smartphones is questionable 
particularly because the smart-
phone may not be turned on every 
time you enter the car to drive and 
because there substantial number 
of active versions of smartphone 
operating systems with which the 
app needs to be compatible and 
certified.  Also from the perspective 
of industry regulators issues exist 
not only with operational reliability 
but also fairness and fraud.    

Issues for Auto Insurance Companies  
Pursuing Smartphone Applications
With this high degree of unpredictability in this market, insurance companies attempting 
to create Smartphone UBI/PAYD applications face a series of very real challenges with 
respect to customer satisfaction and relations as well as major potential issues from In-
surance Regulators in the US and other Regional Markets.

   Multiple versions of an application would need to be developed to be compatible 
with all of the different phone platforms.

   Customer support calls with phone issues would represent a very high-cost 
component potentially wiping away the efficiency gains the application hopes to 
achieve. Fairness - Insurance Regulators will be hard-pressed to approve any 
UBI/PAYD product that uses a Smartphone. Regulators are keen on the idea of 
“fairness” and offering a UBI/PAYD product that requires the insured to have a 
Smartphone is unlikely to pass the “fairness” test, as there are many drivers who 
do not own or use a Smartphone.

   Regulators are highly critical of the reliability of data delivery. They are likely to 
find Smartphones too unreliable to deliver data for this type of application for a 
number of reasons including:

   Phone can be removed accidentally or run out of battery

    In a mobile OS environment this type of non-core applications can pose a 
problem for core apps like e-mail and SMS. For it to run in the background 
such Phone  would require the customer to start them manually & keep 
them running

   Phone could be dropped or become airborne during an impact

     Inaccuracy and unreliability of driving behavioral data such as braking, 
turning, accelerating. When the mobile phone is not attached to the car it 
will result in incorrect scoring. Phones are rarely perfectly oriented – data 
must originate from sensors oriented into the plane of the vehicle.

   Regulators and Insurance Carriers alike are concerned with the potential for 
fraud and gaming associated with hacking of Smartphones. Until the Smartphone 
and OS industry resolve this issue to the satisfaction of critical services providers, 
the viability of the use of Smartphones for UBI and PAYD programs is minimal.

    Phone or App might not get switched on particularly on “wild rides” 2



   When app is not started it could create a problem for insurer to deal with in-
stances when people forget to start the app. If penalized it could aggravate the 
customer creating customer satisfaction issues and potential litigation.

   Insurers insure property - the car - not the driver even if they consider the pro-
file of primary drivers when pricing premiums. In this case when the phone APP 
solution is driver centric (assuming each driver owns a phone). It becomes a 
challenge to determine if the vehicle is being driven or if the insured is actually 
driving at all or moving as a passenger in some other means of transportation 
such as a train, bus taxi, or riding in somebody else’s car. Determining trip 
start and end can be challenging. Since the phone can only rely on speed it will 
require that the App continuously prompts the customer confirm or inform trip 
start and end. This may also cause driver distraction while driving.

How Does a Dedicated In-vehicle 
Communication Device Address These and 
Similar Issues in Other Application Areas?

Closed and non-standard - Industry practices employing highly proprietary solutions 
based on a dedicated and secure connection between the vehicle and the provider’s 
back-end servers are widely accepted as adequate, reliable and secure by regulators 
and industry decision makers. Consider the case of successful UBI and PAYD programs 
to date. Practically all of them have utilized a small user-installed device which can 
be directly connected to the insured’s vehicle OBDII diagnostic port.  This approach 
addresses this and similar Industry and Regulator’s concerns:

    Fairness – Regardless of vehicle type, demographics or socio-economic status, 
all insured drivers using the dedicated hardware based solution are measured 
the same way.

    Independent of the Smartphone and its whimsical nature in a market that 
reacts to consumer fashion style and other drivers.

    Highly Reliable dedicated hardware solution ensures the connectivity between 
the vehicle and provider is controllable, and timely.

    Highly Secure dedicated hardware eliminates the potential for fraud and gam-
ing as it is a typically proprietary system which relying on a direct connection to 
the insured’s vehicle. And because the maintenance of the software/firmware 
happens at the discretion of the provider, hackers cannot operate as they do in 
open OS environments.

The Bottom Line

The use of Smartphone technology as 
a primary means of data collection, 
processing, and/or transmission for 
UBI/PAYD or any other Telematics 
application is problematic at best.  
The technical strength of the solution 
is minimal, the regulatory climate is 
unfavorable and legal risks are im-
mense with liability being essentially 
unbound. 

Solutions based on proprietary and de-
dicated hardware which are embedded 
or install directly in the vehicle OBDII 
diagnostic port, provide a superior 
technical solution able to manage well 
the complexity and risks associated 
with program needs in most industries 
and application areas. 

These dedicated device-based solu-
tions are moving the needle for the 
industry. Complete offers in Europe 
have been seen priced at the 2.50€/
month level with everything included 
– hardware, connectivity, logistics, 
data storage and interfaces. The ROI 
of solutions running on dedicated UBI 
device has been steadily improving and 
the trend is likely that this will remain 
true as more Insurance companies 
abandon the path of the smartphone 
app in favor of the dedicated device.
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    Minimal support required because of easy to install hardware or hardware that 
is already part of the vehicle’s electronics. This type of solution does not rely on 
the user’s ability to operate anything which is not the case with Smartphones 
where the app developer has to rely on users having some basic comfort level 
regarding using the capabilities and ability to use their phone.

    Liability exposure – In almost all international jurisdictions, courts will find 
companies liable for negligence and damages when there is a “better” solution 
that the company should have considered. Whereas this is much more critical 
in life-saving applications such as emergency response request systems in 
case of a crash, any automotive application is held liable for delivering what it 
promises.  And if it does not because it was hacked, or because it the user did 
not apply it correctly, or any other cause, courts are likely to find the company 
negligent because a “better”, more suitable solution was available, leaving the 
company to ague why it selected the weaker (Smartphone) solution.

    No-distraction driving – Governments the world over are being made to grapple 
with the disastrous consequences and cell-phone induced distraction while 
driving. In the U.S. the Federal Government has created several programs to 
curb cell-phone distractions while driving which in 2010 were directly linked to 
over 3,000 deaths in car accidents in the U.S.  Companies in any industry should 
reconsider any approach relying on Smartphone Apps to be up and running while 
the driver is in control of a moving vehicle. The very first time a fatal accident is 
linked to a driver verifying the status of his or her insurance app while driving, the 
entire industry will be made to cease and desist. 

    An embedded in-car system can distinguish a real crash and emergency from 
significant impacts which arise all the time in normal driving:

   Pot-holes

   Curb-climbing

   Speed humps

   Road transitions

    Only an embedded device can guarantee accurate orientation of force data

   Accident related impacts tend to arrive in the horizontal plane

    False alarms can be minimized by using oriented data  
of embedded devices
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